JOINED UP
How Business Ecosystems Can Power
Financial Services in the Middle East

Countries in the Gulf region like the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Saudi Arabia
lag behind nations like the US and China in
creating true pureplay business ecosystems
(BEs) – networks of commerce enabled by
platforms and accessed via digital gateways
that allow firms to integrate with partners
and offer customers an array of value-added
services through a single portal.
Firms in the region have the opportunity
to engage on creating BEs, and to widen
their revenue pools, by delivering the kind
of always-on customer experience that
is in increasing demand across the world –
an experience that revolves around far more
than simply engaging with a customer on
a transaction.

The financial services industry in the
Middle East needs to position itself as
a driver of the idea: in part because financial
services are central to BEs’ success, and in
part because the industry will benefit from
them. Governments and other sectors stand
to do so too. What will prove crucial is how
the region can enable the growth of BEs,
and how financial services companies and
firms in other industries can make the most
of the opportunities they present.
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The key findings of this report include:
• The technology behind BEs lets organizations
build cooperative commercial networks
through increased connectivity and
collaboration. Typically accessed via
a platform, BEs bring a seamless customer
experience and the ability to leverage
products across different sectors, as
well as higher revenues and a protective
moat. Prominent global examples include
Alibaba and Amazon, local examples are
souq.com, souqalmal.com or Careem.
• Embracing the technologies that
underpin BEs will provide impressive
economic benefits.
• The opportunity to aggregate BE-related
data across services, industries and
borders creates significant advantages
for organizations that are within the
BE, which is one reason banks and
regulators in Saudi Arabia and the UAE
are driving forward with aspects related
to data aggregation.
• For banks in the region, which have been
growing revenues through BEs provide
a more promising alternative to cutting
costs and managing declining margins,
in certain cases provide new revenue pools.

• Financial services institutions will benefit
most from setting up BEs in areas such
as payments, and broader services such
as loans, insurance and supply-chain
solutions. Rather than designing their
own BEs, though, they should collaborate
with other industries or governments,
and position themselves as enablers
of BEs by involving specialist platformbuilders and be open for collaboration.
• Additionally, local banks must ensure
they retain their value-added so that they
control the customer interaction in the BE.
• Success requires a playbook that includes
a clear strategy and a shared outcome,
and understanding what the customer
wants and how to meet that need. It also
means factoring in the importance of data
and sound platform governance under
a clear regulatory framework. Banks, being
trusted in this region, are particularly well
placed to position themselves front
and center.
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1

ECOSYSTEMS
AND THE CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP

The essence of any ecosystem is that different participants
gain mutual benefits from cooperating in the same space.
For business ecosystems this means
greater convenience for the customer;
for service providers greater insight into
(and ownership of) the customer relationship,
and in turn the opportunity to develop
value-enhancing products and services.
As digital technologies bring markets
closer and as competition between sectors
intensifies, the importance of BEs is growing.
There is no shortage of examples: take the
EU’s open banking initiative, for instance –
the revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2).
Should customers agree, it requires banks to
pass on data about spending and the like –
which is data that banks currently make little
use of – to third parties. Those third parties
can then use that data to create offerings
for customers in areas such as money
management, online payments and lending.
Banks in the EU, then, are being prodded
to catch up on harvesting data. Doing that
to create new revenue pools has been the
mainstay of some household names for years.
Worldwide, China’s Alibaba is perhaps the
leader in the field. Although Alibaba is best
known as an e-commerce hub, it is much
more than that. Its ecosystem includes
e-commerce sites, finance arm Ant Financial

– which owns payment platform AliPay –
as well as ventures in AI, online travel,
health, messaging, entertainment and
a host of others.
Key to Alibaba’s success is that it owns
the customer experience across the entire
value chain in a vast range of enterprises,
and increasingly in numerous countries.
Focusing on a range of products and services,
and then capturing the value-added from
each customer across industries using
advanced technology has made it one
of the world’s most valuable companies.
Amazon has achieved something similar.
Both did so by building their own ecosystems.
For companies in the Gulf region, rather
than hope to build BEs from scratch, it makes
sense to join one of the few existing BEs
or to cooperate with others to develop and
build new ones. These BEs will link companies,
organizations and government operations
in a virtuous circle to provide customers
with a convenient, secure space to engage.
The fact that payments are at the heart
of most ecosystems’ operations means
financial services firms – and banks in
particular – have every reason to position
themselves front and center in this process.
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WHAT IS A BUSINESS
ECOSYSTEM?
Through technological innovation, organizations
are increasingly aligning in certain areas rather than
competing, building networks of commerce through
increased connectivity.
These business ecosystems (BEs) allow
participants to cooperate, to leverage their
combined strengths and capabilities across
different sectors, and to increase revenues
through new services and via greater scale.
BEs are enabled by platforms, which are
accessed via digital gateways – typically
provided by third parties – that allow
firms to integrate their functionalities with
partners and offer customers an array of
value-added services through a single portal.

Among the best-known examples are
Facebook, Alibaba, Amazon and Apple,
and it is no coincidence that their
ecosystems have made them among
the world’s most valuable firms. At the
same time, they have entirely disrupted
how companies engage with and market
to clients and consumers worldwide.
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2

HOW BEs CAN
BOOST MIDDLE EAST
ECONOMIES

Admittedly, countries in the Gulf region like the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) and Saudi Arabia lag nations like
the US and China in creating BEs.
Nonetheless, with technology enabling
borderless business across a range of
sectors, firms here have the opportunity
to engage on creating BEs, and to widen
their revenue pools by delivering the kind
of always-on customer experience that
is in increasing demand across the world
– an experience that revolves around far
more than merely engaging with the
customer on an isolated transaction.
The financial services industry in the
Middle East needs to position itself as
a driver of the idea: in part because it is
central to BEs’ success, and in part because
it will benefit from them. Governments and
other sectors stand to do so too. What will
prove key is how the region can enable the
growth of BEs, and how financial services
companies and firms in other industries
can make the most of the opportunities
they present.
One imperative is economic, given the
extent to which leading economies in the
region are leveraged to fossil fuels: the
petroleum sector comprises ~43 percent
of Saudi Arabia’s GDP and ~34 percent of
GDP growth in the UAE, and that means
fluctuations in the oil price have an outsize
effect on both countries’ prospects.1

Diversification is strength, and both nations
are moving that way. In Saudi Arabia’s case,
the direction is made explicit in its Saudi
Vision 2030 document; for the UAE, it is
the UAE Vision 2021 program.
Technology lies at the heart of these bids
to diversify, and the UAE and Saudi Arabia
have shown themselves keen to promote
technological solutions and increased
digitization where it fits their broader
national goals.
Moreover, the impact of embracing the
technologies that underpin BEs and the
platforms that enable them – including artificial
intelligence (AI) and cloud computing – could
be significant. Take AI: research from Accenture
shows that in a dozen developed countries AI
has the potential to double annual growth rates.
It will significantly raise economic growth rates
in the Gulf region too: adding US$215 billion
and US$182 billion in annual gross value
added (GVA – a rough equivalent to GDP)
to the economies of Saudi Arabia and the
UAE, respectively, by 2035.2
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Figure 1: Saudi Arabia economic fortunes closely mirror the oil cycle
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With such profound possibilities, it is easy to
see why regulators are open to encouraging
technological solutions. Among the recent
steps they have taken are:
• Both Saudi Arabia and the UAE have
set up regulatory sandboxes – a space
where offerings can be tested free of the
usual restrictions – for fintechs in several
innovative areas.
• In February 2018, the Saudi Arabian
Monetary Authority (SAMA) provided
a sandbox where banks could trial US tech
firm Ripple’s xCurrent blockchain solution
for low-cost cross-border transfers.3
• And by October 2017 the Abu Dhabi
regulator had admitted 16 startups
to its regulatory sandbox, known as the
RegLab, including fintech firms involved
in initial coin offerings, blockchainenabled payments, and settlements.4
Further the DIFC in Dubai is similarly
supporting start-ups through its Fintech
Hive program.

The process is underway
To be sure, the first steps towards creating
business ecosystems are already underway
in the region. For instance in May, the Saudi
Arabia Monetary Authority (SAMA) announced
it had launched a nationwide e-invoicing
system called Esal (through its SADAD
payment system) to boost the number
of digital financial transactions and make
the country’s economy more competitive.5
All businesses and government entities are
able to use Esal, and many firms have signed
up, SAMA says, including those in retail,
insurance, healthcare and logistics.
SAMA notes that Esal “spans the entire
invoice lifecycle – from the time the invoice
is raised to the bill settlement”. This adds
visibility to sales, automates reconciliations,
and improves financial management. It will
likely do much more in the future given
that SAMA plans to add functionality.
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This combined approach – which sees
government and business coming together
within an efficient, transparent and coherent
ecosystem – has obvious advantages for
those involved. For banks, the advantages
of such a system are profound, allowing
them to position themselves at the centre
of surging digital payment flows, and to
integrate further services in areas such as,
for example accounting, payroll and
taxation for clients.
And therein lies a key point: in a typical
BE, banks must ensure they retain control
of the customer interaction. And while
owning aspects such as the payment space
and other value-added services will prove
crucial in the coming years, providing the
platform that enables access will position
them even better.

Security is key
Naturally enough, barriers remain.
One issue is that it takes time to implement
rules that cover all aspects of an ecosystem.
Take a payments ecosystem, for instance:
that might involve an array of offerings –
from invoice processing and factoring
to audit and filing tax returns – and those
require rules in place prior to launch.
Another issue is data security – with both
the UAE and Saudi Arabia insisting that
data not be stored outside their borders.
Given that cloud-based solutions tend to
be the cornerstone of BE data management,
that can prove a challenge to their growth
(especially in areas like payments).
Despite that, regulators in the UAE and
Saudi Arabia have shown great willingness
to trial and adopt technological solutions,
and we believe that they will become more
open to non-sensitive data being held on
the cloud – clearing the way for the rapid
growth of BEs and helping Gulf markets
achieve their aims of increased economic
diversification.
With a promising road ahead, the question
for financial services companies is
straightforward: what should they
do to ensure they aren’t left behind?
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3

KEY FOCUS AREAS
FOR FINANCIAL
SERVICES

Successful tech companies like Alibaba, Google and
Apple can teach banks in the Gulf region some important
lessons on the customer relationship: although banks in the
region own this aspect for now, they will need to work hard
to retain it, or risk losing ownership of their customer base
to more nimble competitors.
After all, economies like the UAE and Saudi
Arabia are by any measure overbanked.
That does not mean banks are unprofitable
– far from it. But with nearly 50 banks in the
UAE and 12 in Saudi Arabia, consolidation
is coming. The sector is becoming more
competitive than ever, with tighter margins
and cost-cutting on most banks’ radars.

Linked to that is a regional surge in
initiatives to promote fintech and
collaborative solutions, for example the
UAE’s DIFC Fintech Hive, with which
Accenture is deeply involved.6 As these
produce viable competitors in high-value
areas like payments, failure to act could
prove an existential risk for slow-movers.
After all, costs can be cut and margins
tightened only so far. A better solution
is to increase the number of revenue
pools by partnering with other players
to offer BEs that provide a comprehensive
customer experience.

There are other advantages too: banks hold
vast amounts of data on their customers
in an era where technology is better able
then ever to parse it for value, and they have
valuable strategic partnerships that they can
leverage within the right BE. That puts banks
– which remain highly trusted institutions
in this region – at a significant advantage
in terms of positioning themselves for an
economy in which BEs will play a much
more profound role.

Picking partners
The opportunities for banks that do establish
a fully-fledged ecosystem are extensive,
but – lacking the in-house skills to develop
solutions in critical ecosystem areas such
as data analysis, real-time payments and
artificial intelligence - partnering with others,
including fintech innovators and leading
consulting firm Accenture who has supported
in similar initiatives, is advisable. Partnering
not only makes the process easier; it can
also form part of the ongoing program of
digitization that many banks are undertaking.
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Having the right partners also boosts the
chances of success – and when it comes
to that, it is worth saying that success is
not about offering all the services that
customers need. Instead it involves
identifying those in a timely manner,
prioritizing them and integrating them via
partners to form a functioning BE. In that
way, the solution connects different
value chains in an integrated manner.
That approach, for example could result in a
BE in which providers offer a range of legal,
accounting, supply chain finance, trade
finance and invoicing services to SMEs,
for example, of which banks would focus
on specific trade finance aspects.
It is also worth noting that proliferation of
data contained within ecosystems makes
security a key consideration. Some data
is more sensitive than others, which means
different classes of data would require
different levels of protection. Again, banks
should partner with specialist firms to
address this issue.
The two key platforms where we believe
banks in the UAE and Saudi Arabia should
look to add value for their customers are
payments and broader services.

Payments
This area has significant potential for
a nationwide system that provides an endto-end payment solution – from Smart
contracting to e-invoicing to supply chain
financing to electronic payment channels
to reconciliation to consolidating and filing
returns and paying tax etc. In Saudi Arabia,
for instance, partnering with the SADAD
Payment System (the national system provider)
could ultimately provide a complete end-toend payment and supply-chain solution.

A more immediate change underway is
in mobile payments, which are particularly
useful for the unbanked populations in Saudi
Arabia and the UAE, where smartphone and
internet penetration are high and where both
nations are moving towards cashless societies.
The young, tech-savvy generation in this
region is taking to mobile wallets: there are
currently in use in the UAE (for example Apple
Pay, Samsung Pay and Emirates NBD Pay),
with the Emirates Digital Wallet set to launch
later this year.7 One of those in existence
provides a textbook example of collaboration:
when Mashreq Bank joined forces with AliPay
to offer Mashreq Pay.
Growth in this area has been rapid.
Saudi Arabia saw mobile payments increase
27 percent in 2016 compared with the
previous year; in the UAE, that figure was
21 percent.8 In both countries, the forward
-looking approach taken by regulators has
helped drive the process, and growth looks
set to continue. By 2022, research suggests,
the mobile wallet market in the UAE alone
is expected to exceed US$2.3 billion.9
Saudi Arabia saw mobile payment
transactions of US$136 million in 2016;
that is expected to reach US$1.9 billion by
2021, with about 2.7 million users.10 Research
indicates that switching to digital payments
would generate about US$6.7 billion of
savings annually in the capital Riyadh
alone – around half of that would benefit
businesses, while most of the rest would
benefit government; consumers would save
around US$300 million.11 That provides clear
opportunities for banks and other partners
in this space.
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Broader services
Another opportunity is for banks to work with
fintechs and others to provide services around
a broad array of complementary services such
as loans, insurance, accounting and tax.
Take lending. SMEs are a vital part of any
innovative economy, and the region needs
to boost lending to them. SMEs in the UAE,
for instance, comprise 94 percent of the
companies there, and provide jobs for
86 percent of the private sector workforce,12
yet as of 2016 received less than 4 percent
of total bank lending.13
Boosting this has proved problematic,
despite official encouragement.
Defaults have proven higher than banks
will accept, with some reporting loss
ratios of 20 percent.14 An ecosystem that
incorporates AI and data analysis to better
assess risk – perhaps along the lines
of Ant Financial’s Sesame Credit, which
collects data from Alibaba’s users to assess
creditworthiness15 – could help to cut
such losses and boost overall SME lending.
Moreover, that ecosystem could be
combined with a range of services from
advisory and accounting to tax and supply
chain finance. It could also integrate
e-invoicing, given that cashflow associated
with late invoice payments is a known
problem for SMEs, particularly with the
effects of the economic slowdown linked
to the hydrocarbon economy.
Currently there is no pure play BE in the
region along these lines, but as outsiders
move in to this space, banks will need
to consider the advantages of
establishing one.
Although those that have made forays into
BEs have yet to reach scale, government

ecosystem initiatives have shown what is
possible. Take the UAE, for instance: earlier
this year it launched the Emirates Blockchain
Strategy 2021, part of its push to improve
government efficiency. The strategy will
see half of all government transactions use
the blockchain platform by 2021, which is
expected to save US$3 billion a year.16
Dubai already uses blockchain in key
government sectors. By 2020, it wants
blockchain used for all bill payments,
visa applications and license renewals,
as well as healthcare.17
Ecosystems of that scope illustrate what
can be achieved. For banks, a BE could
see solutions around supply chain issues –
they could collaborate, for example, to offer
an ecosystem that includes services such
as warehousing, providing a one-stop solution
for clients. That echoes what Alibaba has
done in its realm, with an array of valueadded services integrated into its customers’
operations allowing it to create a larger
revenue pool for itself.
Like Alibaba, banks should aim to become
a part of their customers’ daily lives. That will
require them to maximize the opportunities
to deliver value in areas like broader services
and payments. In turn, that requires
partnering with the right organizations.
A corollary of this is that banks also need
to improve how they use their customer data.
That will also require leveraging the power of
the cloud – which brings benefits such as cost
savings, efficiencies and improved security,
to name just a few – along with AI and
Big Data. The ability to analyze customer
information will allow banks to create new
revenue pools, refine credit offerings and
vastly increase the speed (and lower the
cost and risk) of targeted products.
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4

THE BUSINESS
ECONOMY PLAYBOOK

Although other parts of the world show what ecosystems
can achieve, it is a truism that what works well in one
area won’t necessarily work well in another. This region
needs to apply solutions fitted to its requirements.
That said, success commonly requires
a number of steps.
• A clear vision and strategy based on
collaboration and a shared outcome,
with a leader that could be a bank
or a non-banking player.
• An understanding of what the customer
wants and how to meet that need.
Any BE’s success will be determined by
its users, so those involved need to work
out how to own the customer transaction.
Part of that process involves creating
a platform to properly enable that BE.
• Those involved must define their strategy,
and that includes working out which
sectors they are targeting. In this, banks
have an advantage because they are
trusted. That means they are often best
placed to take the central role.
• Those involved need to define clearly how
to aggregate internal and external data,
how to make it available, how to protect
it, and how to ensure each player maintains
their competitive advantage.

• Diligent governance of the BE platform
is also crucial: That requires a clear
regulatory framework that also allows
market development.
Looking ahead, banks and regulators
should also consider the ability to factor
in Open Banking, as BEs are an area
where this could flourish. Using application
programming interfaces (APIs) to do this
will offer customers, non-banking players
and other potential partners in the BE
the opportunity to join it easily through
a plug-and-play approach – providing
a significant benefit for those banks
that position themselves at its heart.
The outcome for banks that act quickly
is overwhelmingly positive. Not only
will they retain the customer interaction;
also, rather than competing with an array
of fintechs, e-commerce platforms and
others for a diminishing slice of the revenue
pie, banks can partner with them to enjoy
both a share of new revenue pools and
a broader customer base.
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In addition, creating BEs not only improves
the customer experience; it provides broader
economic opportunities – for start-ups,
to create new jobs, to better support SMEs
and their need for credit, and in that way
to help boost national economic growth.
And although banks can and should lead
on this process, they cannot do it alone.
Partnerships lie at the heart of BE success.
From a regulatory standpoint, the timing
is good: regulators in Saudi Arabia and
the UAE are well aware of the economic
benefits BEs can bring, and are open for
banks and fintechs to work with them in this
area. In short, with governments taking BEs
seriously, the time is ripe for banks to start
forming these ecosystems and to make sure
they can seize the opportunities that they
bring, and for government agencies to work
with them to ensure success in the broader
economic field.

In conclusion, it was easy in the past for
banks to own the customer relationship,
but today – with increasing competition and
tighter margins – a bolder, more imaginative
approach is required as they seek to own
the customer experience. Boosting revenue
through new pools is the way forward, and
BEs that are well thought out and properly
implemented with key partners are an
essential part of this solution.
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